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To gain knowledge in my field of choice. To work hard for the money and become a 
reliable, promotable person. Facilitating formal and informal recognition efforts and 
events to promote community and honor the volunteer experience and contributions.
Assisting in identifying partnerships and screening and referring prospective 
volunteers.

EXPERIENCE

Shelter volunteer
ABC Corporation - NOVEMBER 2005 – MAY 2008

 Distributed towels, hygiene and bathroom supplies.
 Served food, answered phones, checked clients in &amp; helped 

clean up.
 Took inbound calls from customers needing address and phone 

number information.
 Worked with a diverse population, people of different cultures and 

provides culturally competent advocacy.
 Assisted in the training of volunteers for crisis intervention and 

outreach services for victims.
 Responsible for maintaining the health and cleanliness of animals and

kennels at the shelter.
 Assisted in administering vaccinations and medications.

Shelter volunteer 
Delta Corporation - 2000 – 2005

 Clean canine kennels, rabbit cages, and cat rooms daily Entertain 
kittens in cat room Walk canines Mop down kennel floors and 
maintain upkeep of .

 Clean kennals , take care of animals , take calls.
 Socialized shelter dogs to improve their likelihood of adoption.
 Duties were but not limited to; cleaning kennels, taking animal control

calls, grooming animals, .
 Gave dogs fresh water, food, cleaned out the kennels, put i.d.
 collars on new dogs, assisted with adoption/informative events or 

taking out dogs for potential adopters in the exercise kennels, and 
answered any .

 Informed the public about pet adoptions, got a few people to become 
shelter volunteers, and also successfully helped get some dogs 
adopted.
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EDUCATION

 Associated In Business

SKILLS

Microsoft Office: Word, Powerpoint.
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